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ABSTRACT
INScore is an open source framework for the design of inter-
active, augmented, live music score. An augmented score is
a graphic space providing representation, composition and
manipulation of heterogeneous and arbitrary music objects
(music scores but also images, text, signals...), both in the
graphic and time domains. INScore provides a dynamic sys-
tem for the representation of the music performance, con-
sidered as a specific sound or gesture instance of the score,
and viewed as signals. It integrates an event based inter-
action mechanism that opens the door to original uses and
designs, transforming a score as a user interface or allowing
a score self modification based on temporal events.

1. A MESSAGE BASED FRAMEWORK
INScore is an open source framework1 available for the main
operating systems (Linux, Mac OS X, Windows). The gra-
phic layer makes use of the Qt framework2 that provides
platform independence. It relies on the GUIDO Engine and
the MusicXML library for symbolic music notation render-
ing. It provides a C++ API, but it is basically controlled
by an OSC messages API, which makes it usable with any
language or program supporting OSC (typically Max/MSP
or Pure Data).

2. AUGMENTED MUSIC SCORES
INScore extends the traditional music score to arbitrary het-
erogeneous graphic objects: it supports symbolic music no-
tation (Guido or MusicXML format), text (utf8 encoded
or html format), images (jpeg, tiff, gif, png, bmp), vecto-
rial graphics (custom basic shapes or SVG), video files3 and
performance representation (see section 3).

Each component of an augmented score has a graphic
and temporal dimension and can be addressed in both the
graphic and temporal space. A simple formalism, is used to
draw relations between the graphic and time space and to
represent the time relations of any score components in the
graphic space. This formalism is based on the graphic and
time space segmentation, it relies on simple mathematical
relations between segments and on relations compositions.
We talk of time synchronization in the graphic domain[1] to
refer to this specific augmented score feature.

3. PERFORMANCE REPRESENTATION
INScore provides signal based performance representation.
The performance could be viewed as audio or gestural sig-

1http://inscore.sf.net
2http://qt.nokia.com/
3video support based on QT - Phonon plugin

nal. The representation system is based on a viewpoint re-
versal: the graphic of a signal is viewed as a graphic signal,
which is a composite signal made of:

• a y signal: the graphic y coordinates,

• a h signal: the graphic thickness at the y position

• a c signal: the graphic color (actually a 4 components
signal based on the HSBA model)

The system provides arbitrary composition of simple sig-
nals in parallel. This composite signal is connected to a
graphic signal in a final step. The resulting performance
representation object is a first order music score compo-
nent: it has graphic and temporal dimensions and can be
graphically synchronized to any other component [2].

4. INTERACTION
Interaction is supported at individual component level by
the way of watchable events. Events are typical events avail-
able in a graphic environment (mouse down/up, enter/leave,
move, double click) extended in the temporal domain (time
enter/leave). They are associated to arbitrary messages.

A score component can be asked to watch one or several
events and when an event occurs, it sends the corresponding
message. Messages can include variables which values are
computed in the context of the event and of the target com-
ponent. Typical variables are $x or $y, to refer to clicked
positions, but it supports also a $date variable indicating
the date of the clicked position.

In order to extend INScore interoperability with other ap-
plications, the messages OSC address has been extended to
an url like specification, where host and UDP port specifi-
cations can be used to prefix the OSC destination address.
Thus a score component accepts any INScore legal message
as event associated message, but any arbitrary message as
well, designed to address external programs.
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